Abstract: As the number of speech and video documents increases on the Internet and portable devices proliferate, speech summarization becomes increasingly essential. Relevant research in this domain has typically focused on broadcasts and news; however, the automatic summarization methods used in the past may not apply to other speech domains (e.g., speech in lectures). Therefore, this study explores the lecture speech domain. The features used in previous research were analyzed and suitable features were selected following experimentation; subsequently, a three-phase real-time speech summarizer for the learning of sustainability (RTSSLS) was proposed. Phase One involved selecting independent features (e.g., centrality, resemblance to the title, sentence length, term frequency, and thematic words) and calculating the independent feature scores; Phase Two involved calculating the dependent features, such as the position compared with the independent feature scores; and Phase Three involved comparing these feature scores to obtain weighted averages of the function-scores, determine the highest-scoring sentence, and
Introduction
In this generation of information technology, the amount of available information is rapidly increasing. Information both becomes available on the Internet and spreads at considerable speeds, causing information overload. No one has time to read everything, but people often make decisions based on the degree of informational importance and critical information; thus, automatic summarization technology is becoming an indispensable method of addressing this problem.
Automatic summarization enables users to rapidly digest the essential information conveyed by single or multiple documents; this is indispensable for managing the rapidly growing amount of available textual information and multimedia. Automatic summarization can be divided into two categories: text and speech summarization [1] .
Text summaries can be either query-relevant or generic summaries. A query-relevant summary presents the contents of a document that are closely related to the initial search query. Creating a query-relevant summary essentially involves retrieving the query-relevant sentences or passages from a document, which is similar to the text retrieval process. Therefore, query-relevant summarization is often achieved by extending conventional IR technologies, and numerous text summarizers described in the literature fall into this category. By contrast, a generic summary provides an overview of the document contents. An effective generic summary should contain the main topics of the document and minimize redundancy. Because no query or topic is provided during the summarization process, developing a high-quality generic summarization method is challenging and objectively evaluating such methods is difficult [2] .
Speech summarization should distil vital information and remove redundant or incorrect information caused by recognition errors from spoken documents, thereby enabling users to efficiently review spoken documents and rapidly understand the content. It could also enhance the efficiency of numerous potential applications such as retrieving and mining large volumes of spoken documents. Speech styles exhibit distinct features and implications; however, these features lack obvious advantages and disadvantages, making it difficult to determine whether a speech style is effective. Previous studies on speech summarization have focused on the broadcast news [3] , meeting [4] [5] [6] , and conference lecture [7] domains. Because the current study explored general lecture speech, no suitable features were obtained from previous research; therefore, experiments were conducted to determine which features are applicable to general lecture speech.
To address information overload in the general lecture speech domain, a RTSSLS system was proposed based on MEAD [8] [9] [10] [11] . Because the features influence the RTSSLS performance level, a three-phase feature selection process can facilitate the determination of suitable features in this domain. A weighted average was used to improve the performance level of the RTSSLS, because each feature of the system yields distinct implications.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The research background and related work including multiple document summarization and evaluation of automatic summary are presented in Section 2. The RTSSLS design is introduced in Section 3 and the experiment is discussed in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
Research Background and Related Work
The RTSSLS provide the real-time summarization of speeches for the learning of sustainability. Required research background and relevant technology for this study are (1) corpus-based text summarization approaches; (2) multiple-document summarization; (3) evaluation of automatic summarization; and (4) learning of sustainability.
Corpus-Based Text Summarization Approach
Some corpus-based text summarization approaches were proposed to consider several features and to be combined with the techniques of machine learning. Edmundson proposed some features which included cue phrase, title and heading word, and sentence location for document summarizer [12] . Kupiec et al. used a Naïve Bayesian classifier and considered the features of sentence length, fixed-phrase, location, thematic word, and uppercase word to determine the score of a sentence [13] . A text summarization was built by using a Naïve Bayesian classifier with the features of cue phrase, location, sentence length, thematic word, and title [14] . Furthermore, Radev et al. presented a multi-document summarizer which analyzed the topic of multi-document and considered the features of centrality, sentence position, and resemblance to the title [15] . In summary, the important features for corpus-based text summarization approach are centrality, resemblance to the title, sentence length, term frequency, thematic words, and position. Although several features were proposed and analyzed, the combined features have not been investigated. Furthermore, some features (e.g., position) were given the absolute values to evaluate the scores of sentences in previous studies. This study will consider these features and design the combined features to improve the performance of text summarization.
Multiple-Document Summarization
A popular multiple-document summarization, MEAD, was designed and implemented to analyze the topic and calculate the scores of sentences from multiple documents for summarization [15] [16] [17] [18] . The main steps of MEAD are illustrated in follows.
(1) Preprocess. This step retrieves the sentences from multiple documents and segments these sentences into individual words. Each sentence of document is given an identity for calculating the score of sentence in following steps. (2) Feature Selection. Several features (e.g., centrality, sentence length, term frequency, etc.) are implemented and selected in this step. The sentences in corpus are analyzed in accordance with the selected features for contributing the scores of each sentence.
(3) Classifier. The classifier includes calculation method and the weight of each feature in this step. The weight of each feature can be trained by using statistical methods and machine learning methods. Then the scores of sentence are mainly computed in accordance with the weight of each feature. (4) Re-ranker. The classifier is only carried out in accordance with the score of sentence similarity calculation, so it makes the problem that may exist the high similarity between sentences, especially in multi-document summarization. Therefore, re-ranker mechanism is needed to re-calculate the scores of sentences with syntactic similarity for redundancy reduction. (5) Summarization. Summarization can retrieve and recombine words and phrases in the original document according to the order of the sentences by Re-ranker sorting (6) Evaluation. Several indices including recall, precision, F-Measure, and accuracy can be designed and implemented to measure the performance of text summarization system.
Although MEAD was a good multiple-document summarization, MEAD only considered one phase. MEAD cannot adopt the combined features to calculate the scores of sentences. Therefore, this study will propose a three-phase real-time speech summarizer system based on MEAD for learning of sustainability and adopt the practical results to evaluate the performance of the proposed system.
Evaluation of Automatic Summary
In recent years, different summarizers and features have been proposed and designed to improve the quality of multiple-document summarization. However, there is still a lack of fair and objective way to evaluate the quality of summaries. The evaluation methods can be mainly grouped into two categories: (1) subjective evaluation and (2) objective evaluation [19] [20] [21] .
For subjective evaluation methods, the summaries can be judged and evaluated by human arbitrariness. The rules of subjective evaluation method involve the following factors: (1) the summary is match for the main information of documents; (2) the summary is covered with the main information of documents; (3) the summary represents the main information of documents; (4) The summary is comprehensive and fluent.
For objective evaluation methods, several evaluators and indices are used simultaneously for the improvement of confidence and objectivity. The popular evaluators and indices include the recall, precision, F-Measure, and accuracy [22] [23] [24] which are considered in this study for the evaluation of RTSSLS.
Learning of Sustainability
In recent years, some approaches used information techniques have been investigated for learning of sustainability. For instance, Zhan el al. proposed and designed the Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) for sustainability education. The study indicated the online discussion and lecture video were more popular in the MOOCs, and 41.5% of these MOOCs had subtitles for videos in experimental environment. The experimental results illustrated the subtitles and transcription of MOOC documents were important tool for the improvement of learning efficiency [25] . Furthermore, Knowlton et al. proposed and designed the web-based interactions for teaching interdisciplinary sustainability science teamwork skills to graduate students. The experimental results indicated the students preferred more time to learn each other's disciplines and developed their own interdisciplinary research questions [26] . Therefore, a real-time speech summarizer can support to analyze the online discussion and lecture video and to generate the text summaries for user references and the improvement of learning efficiency.
The Design and Implementation of Real-Time Speech Summarizer System for the Learning of Sustainability
In this section, a three-phase RTSSLS is proposed, comprising preprocessing, feature selection, classification, re-ranking, and summary functions (Figure 1 ). In the proposed RTSSLS, preprocessing produces the speech documents. Subsequently, in Phase One, feature selection is used to consider several independent (e.g., centrality, resemblance to the title, sentence length, term frequency, and thematic words) and dependent (i.e., position) features; these features were combined in Phase Two. In Phase Three, the centrality, sentence length, and term frequency of the independent features and position of the dependent features were combined with the resemblance to the title, and thematic words were chosen to determine the feature scores. Table 1 lists the parameters and descriptions of these features. 
Phase One
In this phase, the speech documents were preceded and the individual independent feature-scores were calculated.
Preprocessing
The speech documents and sentences were numbered, and common morphological words, flexional word endings, and stop words were removed.
Feature Selection-Independent Features
During the feature selection process, the RTSSLS was used to calculate the independent feature scores for centrality, the resemblance to the title, sentence length, term frequency, and thematic words. The detailed phases and definitions of each feature are described as follows.
(1) 1 
F -Centrality
Centrality is the similarity of a sentence to other sentences in a document. The importance of a sentence depends on whether it represents the key ideas of the document. The centrality value is measured based on the degree to which the words in a sentence overlap the other words. For a sentence i s , this feature-score is defined as follows.
F -Resemblance to the Title
The document title typically represents the primary points of a document. If a sentence is similar to the title, it is typically critical. The resemblance to the title feature is used to calculate the similarity of each sentence to the title. Therefore, the more words in a sentence that overlap those in the title, the more vital that sentence is in the document. For a sentence i s , this feature-score is defined as follows:
F -Sentence Length
Long sentences commonly present more information than do short sentences; thus, sentence length affects the amount of information in a sentence. For a sentence i s , this feature-score is defined as follows.
(4) 4 
F -Term Frequency
The frequency of a word in a document, excluding stop words, often demonstrates the importance of a word in a document. This is calculated as the sum of word frequency and adjusted based on sentence length. For a sentence i s , this feature-score is defined as follows.
F -Thematic Words
The words that most frequently occur in a document are thematic words. They are measured by comparing the number of words that overlap in a sentence to the thematic words. For a sentence i s , this feature-score is defined as follows.
Phase Two
In this phase, the feature-scores were calculated for the dependent feature (position) and combined with the independent features (centrality, resemblance to the title, sentence length, term frequency, and thematic words). The traditional position was ignored because the relationships among paragraphs could not be determined; therefore, the modified position feature was considered to improve the accuracy of the proposed method. Figure 2 shows the distance of the sentences in the set of expert summaries mapping the positions of the source documents. Regarding the source documents, the x-axis represents the position distance of one summarized sentence to the subsequent summarized sentence. The y-axis represents the percentage of the sentence distance (1-4) among all sentences (n). Position Distance 1 was 55%, indicating that the summary sentences were often sentence next to sentence in the source document. Position Distance 2 was 11%, indicating that the summary sentences were sometimes sentence spaced one sentence. Position Distance 3 was 7% and Position Distance 4 was 6%. Of the expert summary sentences, 79% were under Position Distance 4. The expert summary sentences were typically nearby sentences; thus, combining the position and aforementioned features may improve the F-Measure value. The equation for determining the position with respect to other features is defined as follows. 
P -Position
An analysis indicated that more than half the sentences in the summary were nearby sentences in the source documents. The position was measured by adjusting the feature-score calculated in Phase One based on the close two summary picked sentences feature-scores. This feature must be applied in combination with other features. Only position is useful. For a sentence i s , this feature-score is defined as follows: 
Phase Three
In this phase, the classification function of the RTSSLS was used to compare the five feature-scores from Phases One and Two, yielding five optimal features that exhibited differing weights to calculate the weighted average function scores. The Re-ranker function was used to pick up sentences with score-function, and Summary was used to get the picked sentences with source document order.
Classifier
The feature scores generated in Phases One and Two were compared (Figure 3) , the average F-Measure values of the features were applied to the present weights of the features, and the weighted-average score function yielded the score of each sentence (Figure 4) . 
Feature Weight and Weighted Average
The importance of each feature is distinct and should be considered as such. Because the F-Measure of each feature demonstrates the feature priority, which can facilitate the determination of the weight, the average feature F-Measure was applied to determine the feature weight.
The score-function (i.e., the feature scores for centrality, resemblance to the title with position, sentence length, term frequency, and thematic words with position) was trained to yield a suitable combination of feature weights. Each feature exhibits a distinct weight based on its importance level; thus, five features were combined with distinct weights into Equation (7) for adjustment. For a sentence i s , the weighted score function in Equation (7) was defined to integrate all of the feature scores, where indicates the weight of each feature.
Re-Ranker and Summary
The sentences were ranked based on the score function and extracted using a compression ratio of −15%. The compression ratio was determined based on the least percentage of experts summarize from documents in the training data. The extracted sentences were mapped, permuted, and combined with numbered sentences during preprocessing to generate a summary for users to read.
Discussions
Combining features, such as centrality, resemblance to the title with position, sentence length, term frequency, and thematic word with position, enables general lecture speeches to be summarized and is essential to maintaining an effective summarization performance level. Using an RTSSLS can enable users to acquire key speech information. RTSSLS is suitable for generating general lecture speech digests and can be used to acquire key information from lecture speech; however, the proposed system focused on general lecture speech and may not be applicable in summarizing conference speech information.
Experimental Results and Discussions
In this section, the experimental environment is designed and presented to evaluate the proposed RTSSLS system. The analyses of classifiers, the weight of each feature, and indices are illustrated in following subsections.
Experimental Environment
In experimental environment, 15 speeches from "Technology, Entertainment and Design (TED)" are selected as corpus, and the length of each selected speech is longer than 15 minutes. For evaluation and analyses, the leave-one-out method [27] is applied to evaluate the performance of RTSSLS. First, the one speech of corpus is selected as the testing dataset, and the remaining 14 speeches of corpus are selected as the training dataset. Then 15 runs are designed for testing each speech. Finally, the experimental results of each run can be evaluated for the analysis indices which include recall, precision, F-Measure, and accuracy. The steps of evaluation procedure are presented as follows.
(1) One speech which has not yet been selected is randomly selected as testing data, and the other 14 speeches are selected as training data. (2) The selected training data is adopted to train the proposed RTSSLS system in training stage, and the selected testing data is used to evaluate the proposed system after training stage. (3) Each round includes Steps (1) and (2), and 15 rounds are performed in experimental environment. Figure 5 shows the F-Measure values of each feature in Phase 1 and Phase 2. The comparisons show that the F-Measure scores of "resemblance to the title" and "thematic word" are higher after combining with the feature of position. The F-Measure value of "resemblance to the title" with position in Phase 2 is 20% better than it in Phase 1; The F-Measure score of "thematic word" with position in Phase 2 is 9% better than it in Phase 1. Therefore, the features of "centrality", "sentence length", and "term frequency" are considered without the feature of "position", and the features of "resemblance to the title" and "thematic word" are combined with the feature of "position". Figure 5 . Sentences of experts' summary mapping to the distance of source documents.
Analyses of Classifiers

Analyses of Weights
In this subsection, the weight of each feature is determined by the relative mean F-Measure scores from Phase 1 and Phase 2. In accordance with the experimental results, the mean F-Measure scores of F1, F3, and F4 were 52%, 48%, and 40% in Phase 1; the mean F-Measure scores of P2 and P5 were 45% and 46% in Phase 2, respectively. For instance, the feature of "centrality" with the highest F-Measure score was the most important feature to analyze the relationship between words and sentences and to retrieve the key sentences, so the weight of "centrality" shall be higher. Although the feature of "term frequency" can analyze the term frequency and retrieve the important words, the F-Measure score of this feature was lower. The weight of "term frequency" may be lower. Therefore, the weight of each feature can be determined by the relative mean F-Measure scores in Table 2 . 
Comparisons of Simple-Average Method and Weighted-Average Method
In this subsection, the F-Measure scores of using simple-average method and using weighted-average method are evaluated and compared for the design of RTSSLS. Figure 6 shows the comparison results and illustrates that the mean F-Measure scores of using simple-average method and using weighted-average method were 51% and 52%, respectively. Furthermore, weighted-average method is better than simple-average method for six documents which were enumerated from 7 to 12. Therefore, the performance of F-Measure score can be improved 1% by using weighted-average method which is suitable for RTSSLS. 
Analyses of Indices
This subsection illustrates the results of each analysis index (i.e., recall, precision, F-Measure, and accuracy). Table 3 shows the experimental results, in which the macro-average recall rate, macro-average precision rate, and macro-average F-Measure scores are 52%. The macro-average accuracy score was 70%. Furthermore, the micro-average recall rate, micro-average precision rate, and micro-average F-Measure scores were 50%. The micro-average accuracy score was 73%. Regarding extraction, the F-Measure value plays a crucial role, ensuring a superior macro-average F-Measure score of 52%. Regarding the micro-average, the accuracy of 73% could be improved. In addition, in the training set, S used the same number as S did, yielding identical denominators for the recall and precision rates. Therefore, the recall rate, precision rate, and F-Measure values were the same. 
Conclusions and Future Work
Given the rapid increase in available video and audio information, speech summarization has become increasingly vital. Previous research in this domain has typically focused on broadcasts and news. Unfortunately, previous automatic summarization methods may not be applicable to other speech domains. Therefore, this study explored the lecture speech domain.
The features used in previous research were analyzed and suitable features were selected following experimentation; subsequently, a RTSSLS was proposed based on a three-phase feature selection method. Phase One involved calculating the independent feature scores; Phase Two involved combining the dependent and independent feature scores; and Phase Three involved comparing these feature scores to obtain the weighted averages of the function scores, determine the highest-scoring sentence, and provide a summary.
Regarding the experiment, the independent (i.e., centrality, resemblance to the title, sentence length, term frequency, and thematic words) and dependent (i.e., position) features were combined with the resemblance to the title, and thematic words were subsequently chosen. The weighted average based on the F-Measure facilitated the enhancement of the performance level of the RTSSLS. The accuracies of macro-average and micro-average for the RTSSLS were 70% and 73%, respectively.
Combining features, such as centrality, resemblance to the title with position, sentence length, term frequency, and thematic words with position, enables general lecture speeches to be summarized and is essential to maintaining an effective summarization performance level. Furthermore, using a RTSSLS can enable users to acquire key speech information for the learning of sustainability.
However, this study only selected 15 speeches from TED in experimental environment. In the future, more speeches from a variety of sources can be considered and analyzed to evaluate the each analysis index of real-time speech summarizer. Furthermore, more users can be invited to participate to use the proposed RTSSLS system, and empirical approach can be applied to evaluate the learning efficiency and outcome.
